
BEARTOOTH RECREATIONAL TRAILS ASSOCIATION
www.beartoothtrails.org      info@beartoothtrails.org   Box 1872, Red Lodge, MT  59068

To:  Stefan Streeter, Montana Department of Transportation, Billings District Office
      Box 20437-0437

As the local nonprofit promoting trails and non-motorized transportation in and around Red 
Lodge, BRTA has some concerns about the design of the section of Hwy. 212 known as Red 
Lodge - Robinson to 2Mile.

Our main concern is the dropping of a bicycle-pedestrian pathway. It seems if MDT cannot and 
will not get right-of-way on the east side of Hwy. 212 to complete the current pathway, and if a 
sidewalk is planned all the way to the hospital on the west side, then a pathway for both bikes 
and pedestrians on the west side should be designed and completed.

The following are facts and reasons why this community needs this pathway along Hwy. 212:

It is not an option for us to foot the bill and build a pathway ourselves. It is much more cost 
effective to have the pathway incorporated into this existing project funded by state and federal 
money/taxes.
It seems well within the scope of design and engineering to widen the sidewalk planned on the 
west side to 10’-12’, make it concrete or pavement, stripe it and have an excellent pathway.
We need a safer connection for non-motorized transportation and recreation from in town to 
Beartooth Billings Clinic (the hospital) area where a trail is planned to be built up the hillside 
from the hospital, connecting to subdivisions on that west bench. (We have no trails or access for 
bikes/peds up or down that bench except on Hwy. 78 shoulders). 
A 212 pathway will also connect to Two Mile Bridge county road which will enhance access to 
that network of roads for recreation as well as alternate transportation for those residents out 
there, in the subdivision nearby as well as all along Two Mile Bridge Rd. (There are currently 45 
students riding that school bus, to give you an idea of who is out there).
Everyone anticipates that that 212 corridor will grow, increasing local traffic and warranting a 
pathway to allow alternate transportation to businesses and services (including large events).
A ped/bike pathway will improve public health…a BIG issue these days; and how fitting that 
hospital employees, patients and visitors could bike ride or walk to the hospital.
The roundabout at Two Mile Bridge Road is planned to NOT have a crosswalk! We request that a 
crosswalk be built in it and that a pedestrian activated warning light be incorporated (as was 
installed on Hwy 78 at Rodeo Road).

A pathway would be in line with the 2015 Red Lodge Growth Policy, from which we quote:
p.16  Grow and develop around a network of City streets and the planned system of trails, parks 
and open spaces. “We promote a multi-modal transportation network that emphasizes 
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walkability, is aesthetically pleasing, and is pedestrian and bicycle friendly.”
p.18  “The extension of infrastructure and the gridded network shall be considered when it is 
deemed beneficial and will include provisions for extension of walking and bike paths.”
“…encourage safe non-motorized paths from the benches to the valley floor.”
p.27  “The City shall encourage the Montana Department of Transportation 
(MDOT) to build the associated designs including a ten foot wide multi-use 
trail on the east side of the highway, a six foot wide sidewalk on the west 
side of the highway, a raised and landscaped median, and safe pedestrian 
crossings.”

And our Active Transportation Plan (in draft stage at this time) has these relevant points:
• A multi-use path is a top-priority item in the draft Red Lodge ATP
• The first goal in the Carbon County Community Health Assessment Report and 

Implementation Plan (2013) is to promote healthy behaviors and lifestyles in the 
community.

• Involve loop connections with the 212 multi-use trail. It was identified 
in our Gap Analysis as an essential “linear gap” (p. 39)

• 212 is already used at a medium-high level by pedestrians despite the dangers 
(p. 35). It includes several “key destinations”

• The Downtown Red Lodge Assessment & Action Plan (2006) recommends 
connectivity to trails and public gathering spaces. The multi-use trail is an 
essential such piece of connectivity.

In summary, there are lots of reasonable and important reasons why a multi-use, non-motorized 
pathway must be built in this highway reconstruction project. The main points that need to be 
considered are that a pathway improves safety, health, recreation and economy, all an integral 
part of the Red Lodge community, for citizens and visitors. 

Thank you for taking our comments and please respond and/or meet with us to discuss the 
possibilities.

Mary Johnson, for the Board of BRTA


